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Surface conductivity in the electrical double layer (EDL) is known to be affected by proton7

hopping/diffusion at solid-liquid interfaces. Yet, the role of surface protolysis and its kinetics on the8

thermodynamic and transport properties of the EDL are usually ignored as physical models consider9

static surfaces. Here, using a novel molecular dynamics method mimicking surface protolysis, we10

unveil the impact of such chemical events on the system’s response. Protolysis is found to strongly11

affect the EDL and electrokinetic aspects with major changes in ζ-potential and electroosmotic flow.12

Solid-liquid interfaces, which are omnipresent in na-13

ture, are central to many scientific fields such as col-14

loid/materials science, phase separation/catalysis, and15

electrochemistry/energy harvesting. A detailed under-16

standing of such interfaces is of paramount importance17

to design novel energy devices (e.g. batteries, osmotic18

power membranes) and innovative health/environment19

applications (e.g. drug delivery capsules, medium de-20

pollution/remediation). Solid-liquid interfaces are char-21

acterized by two parallel layers of equal charge and oppo-22

site polarity known as the electrical double layer (EDL)23

[1]. The electric charge distribution across these lay-24

ers is usually described via mean-field models, which25

disregard the microscopic intricacies of the interfacial26

structure and chemistry. Beyond such pioneering ap-27

proaches, researchers have proposed ways to effectively28

account for molecular details including ion-specific ef-29

fects, microscopic correlations and surface charge local-30

ization. In contrast, despite its acknowledged inter-31

play with the EDL, surface reactivity is not included in32

available frameworks. In particular, proton exchange at33

oxide-electrolyte interfaces, which directly influences hy-34

drogen hopping/diffusion and, hence, surface conductiv-35

ity [2, 3], is usually disregarded in modeling endeavors as36

it is implicitly assumed that surface charge distributions37

evolve too slowly to affect the interfacial fluid structure38

and dynamics.39

Experimentally, proton exchange rates can only be40

measured from the interface transient response to an41

applied perturbation such as with pressure-jump tech-42

niques [4]. However, with most methods, only lower43

bounds or orders of magnitude can be estimated for44

such reaction rates. For instance, in atomic force mi-45

croscopy experiments on silica with tip speeds as fast as46

0.5 µm/s, charge regulation due to the EDL overlap be-47

tween the surface and tip is so fast that no hysteresis48

is observed in force-distance curves [5]. This suggests49

that surface chemistry adapts within milliseconds – a50

value consistent with flow experiments on mineral sur-51

faces probing the electronic response induced by com-52
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position changes [6–8]. Dissolution experiments also pro-53

vide lower bounds for protolysis rates. To form a Si(OH)454

molecule from a SiO4 tetrahedron in SiO2, multiple hy-55

drolysis (MOM + H2O MOH + MOH) and protoly-56

sis (MOH MO– + H+) reactions occur [9] (with pro-57

tolysis being very fast and nearly activation-less com-58

pared to hydrolysis [10]). Dissolution rates of 10−759

mol/m2/s for silica under neutral pH, thus serve as a60

lower bound for surface protolysis rates [11, 12]. De-61

spite such estimates, exact equilibrium protolysis rates62

and their influence on the EDL cannot be experimentally63

probed.64

Theoretically, while first-principles calculations pro-65

vide insights into reaction mechanisms, energy barriers66

and adsorption energies, the small system sizes in these67

approaches [O(10-100 atoms)] are insufficient to study68

the fluid response [13–17]. On the other hand, classi-69

cal molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [O(103 − 105)70

atoms] probe the fluid response, but they generally do71

not account for chemical reactions. Only recently, the72

computational power has increased to allow atomistic73

MD simulations to probe chemical reactions and fluid re-74

sponses. In this context, the reactive force field ReaxFF75

[18] is an important landmark but parameters for protol-76

ysis are not available. In contrast, the dissociative force77

field MGFF [19, 20] allows reproducing OH bond dis-78

sociation/formation involved in proton reactions. Using79

this force field, when set in contact with water, protolysis80

rates up to 2×105 mol/m2/s were found for hydroxylated81

silica surfaces containing strained sites (Si(OH)Si and82

SiOH2 defects), while smaller rates between 900 and 175083

mol/m2/s were assessed when only considering silanol84

sites (SiOH) [21, 22]. The OH bond lifetime was found85

to be broadly distributed from fs to ns with an average of86

the order of ps. Despite its ability to model silanol disso-87

ciation, the MGFF force field is unsuitable to study the88

impact of reaction kinetics on the EDL as ion parameters89

are not available.90

In this letter, we first develop a novel framework to91

include surface reactions in classical MD simulations at92

no additional computational cost. This is achieved by93

adding every tr time in the MD simulation a stochastic94

deprotonation/reprotonation step between two randomly95
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picked, independent surface sites (one protonated, one96

deprotonated). Using this effective yet robust strategy,97

we then investigate the impact of proton exchange and98

its kinetics on the EDL formed in a prototypical silica-99

electrolyte system. We find that both the ion distribu-100

tion and dynamics within the EDL are strongly impacted101

by proton exchange with significant effects on the sys-102

tem’s electrokinetic response. By analyzing the molec-103

ular mechanisms of ion diffusion within the EDL, we104

unravel that ion adsorption times become much shorter105

when surface protolysis is taken into account while the106

water structure and dynamics are only indirectly im-107

pacted through the electrostatic coupling with ions.108

Using the LAMMPS package [23], we imple-109

mented protonation/deprotonation reactions of the form110

MOH MO– + H+ in MD simulations by adjusting111

the partial charges and Lennard-Jones parameters of a112

MO– group to a MOH group and vice versa. As shown113

in Fig. 1a, without explicitly forming or breaking OH114

bonds, this strategy mimics equilibrium situations in115

which no net adsorption or desorption takes place – pro-116

tonation/deprotonation always occur simultaneously. In117

doing so, direct proton exchange between MOH and MO–
118

sites avoids dealing with free protons and/or water ion-119

ization reactions while maintaining a constant overall120

surface charge. In principle, protonation and deproto-121

nation could be treated as decoupled from each other122

using a canceling background charge. However, the use123

of concomitant protonation/deprotonation allows impos-124

ing a thermodynamic ensemble with well-defined con-125

stant parameters (surface charge, number of particles,126

temperature, and overall charge neutrality). As shown127

in Fig. 1c, various reaction rates r can be considered by128

performing protonation/deprotonation at different time129

intervals tr ∼ 1/r (see Tab. SI of the Supplemental Ma-130

terial [24], upon decreasing tr, the simulation time step131

was decreased to ensure numerical stability). This im-132

plementation does not account for mutual coupling be-133

tween fluid structure and surface chemistry. In reality,134

the probability to protonate/deprotonate a site depends135

on its environment at a given time. In principle, these136

probabilities can be calculated using for example reactive137

force fields such as those cited above. However, calculat-138

ing an instantaneous energy landscape on-the-fly leads139

to prohibitive computational costs and statistical chal-140

lenges. Moreover, including explicit water ionization re-141

actions and water ions (10−6 mol/L for H+/H3O
+ and142

10−8 mol/L for OH– in bulk at neutral pH) is out of143

reach (even for large MD systems like here, the num-144

ber of water ions is too small to ensure statistical sig-145

nificance). To circumvent such issues, we use here an146

effective approach by stochastically selecting the surface147

groups to react at a given time. With such a coarse-148

grained description, we neglect (1) mechanisms occurring149

on a time shorter than the chemistry timescale (1-10 fs),150

(2) possible electric screening of surface sites by linger-151

ing protons/hydroniums H+/H3O
+ and (3) the fact that152

protonation/deprotonation occur independently. These153

FIG. 1. a) Schematic view of protonation/deprotonation re-
actions at solid-liquid interfaces. Black font indicates inter-
atomic interactions are turned on, while grey font indicates
these are turned off. b) Protolysis reactions impact ion ad-
sorption by allowing an ion to adsorb after site deprotonation
(black) or forcing it to desorb after site protonation (grey). c)
Simulation protocol flow diagram with time tr ∼ 1/r between
protolysis reactions. Protonation/deprotonation events take
place over a transit time to ensure numerical stability.

simplifications may result in overpredicting the impact154

of surface reactions but we expect such coarse-graining155

to be relevant as we only probe molecular events occur-156

ring in the EDL at longer times. Finally, to guarantee157

numerical stability, the parameter change between MOH158

and MO– groups – which allows mimicking concomitant159

protonation/deprotonation – is linearly adjusted over 1160

ps.161

As a benchmark, we selected a prototypical amorphous162

silica slit pore of approximately 6 nm height filled with163

a 0.66-0.74 mol/L NaCl aqueous solution. Details on the164

set-up and force fields can be found in the Supplemental165

Material [24]. The reaction rate r was varied between166

no reactions (non-reactive MD, equivalent to r < 1.68167

mol/m2/s for our simulation size/time) and r = 104168

mol/m2/s. For reference, protolysis rates on silica-water169

interfaces were estimated in [21] to be of the order of170

102-105 mol/m2/s using dissociative MD. Given the sur-171

face area [12.4 nm2] and silanol density [4.7 SiOH/nm2]172

in our system, protonation/deprotonation take place be-173

tween every >100 ns and 13.43 ps (see Tab. SI [24]).174

In comparison, as shown below, Na+ residence times are175

of the order of a few hundred ps so that we expect a176

non-negligible rate dependence.177

Fig. 2a displays a typical cation density profile ob-178

tained in MD simulations of silica-electrolyte interfaces.179

Upon increasing the protolysis rate r, the cation peak in180

the density profile decreases, broadens and shifts away181

from the surface. These changes are consistent with a182

shift from predominantly specific to predominantly non-183

specific cation adsorption as demonstrated in Fig. S10a184

[24]. In other words, for large r, the average time for185

Na+ ions to adsorb may exceed the characteristic repro-186

tonation time of a deprotonated site (SiO– density/r, see187

Tab. SI [24]). From the cation perspective, the surface188
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charge effectively becomes more uniformly distributed as189

r increases. This results in the reduction of specifically190

adsorbed cations. As expected with less specific cation191

adsorption, anion adsorption is less pronounced (Fig. 2b)192

while water molecules are found to orient more strongly193

towards the surface (Fig. S5b [24]). Apart from this in-194

creased hydrophilicity, r is not found to impact the first195

solvation layer structure and water dynamics (Fig. S5196

[24]). Fig. 2a also shows the parallel diffusion coeffi-197

cients for cations (perpendicular diffusion coefficients are198

provided in Fig. S4 [24]). The methodology used to cal-199

culate such local diffusivities is described in Sec. SII [24].200

These data show that faster desorption/adsorption and201

the reduction of specifically adsorbed cations, as induced202

by higher reaction rates r, lead to faster ion dynamics203

in the EDL. On the one hand, non-specifically adsorbed204

cations are more mobile, and on the other hand, as some205

cations quickly desorb from protonating SiO– sites, other206

cations are attracted by deprotonating SiOH sites as il-207

lustrated in Fig. 1b. Consequently, upon increasing the208

protolysis rate r, the cation diffusion coefficients near the209

surface increase (inset in Figs. 2a and S4b [24]), while210

the average Na+ residence time decreases (Fig. 3). Since211

barely any anions specifically adsorb, their diffusion co-212

efficients do not show any dependence on r (Figs. 2b and213

S4c [24]). Similarly, water diffusion coefficients and fluid214

viscosity are found to be nearly rate independent (Figs.215

S4a and S5(a,c) [24]).216

Using the Boltzmann equation, the ion density pro-217

file can be written as ρ(x) = ρ(∞) exp [−βFr(x)],218

where β = 1/kBT , ρ(∞) is the bulk density and219

Fr(x) is the free energy landscape at a given rate220

r. Considering an energy landscape possessing dif-221

ferent adsorption sites, the density profile in z fol-222

lows ρ(z) = (LxLy)
−1 ∫ ∫

ρ(∞) exp [−βFr(x, y, z)]dxdy,223

where the integrals run over the surface area. This ex-224

pression can be considered in asymptotic limits depend-225

ing on the reaction rate r and characteristic time τe226

over which cations relax towards local equilibrium. For227

rτe << 1, the surface can be considered “quenched” (non228

reactive). In this case, the surface contains a fraction229

α• of protonated sites MOH and a fraction α◦ = 1− α•230

of deprotonated sites MO– such that the density follows231

ρ(z) = ρ(∞)〈exp [−βFr(z)]〉, where exp [−βFr(z)] =232

α• exp [−βF•(z)] + α◦ exp [−βF◦(z)]. For rτe >> 1, the233

surface can be considered “annealed” (reactive). In this234

case, all surface adsorption sites are equivalent since they235

frequently switch between protonated and deprotonated.236

The free energy of these equivalent sites is given by a237

time average βFr(z) = α•βF•(z) +α◦βF◦(z) (we use er-238

godicity to replace the fraction of time spent in one site239

by its occurrence α). Assuming cations redistribute very240

fast according to the local free energy landscape, we can241

write the ion density as ρ(z) = ρ(∞) exp [−βFr(z)] =242

ρ(∞) exp [−α•βF•(z)− α◦βF◦(z)]. Provided proper243

boundary conditions are applied (surface charge and244

overall charge neutrality), these two limiting cases pro-245

vide a framework to rationalize the simulated data. How-246

FIG. 2. a) Na+ and b) Cl– density profiles (lines) and paral-
lel diffusion coefficients (symbols). Symbols in the inset are
shifted in z clarity. Black lines display the bulk diffusion
coefficients obtained from independent bulk electrolyte simu-
lations (see Fig. S6 [24]). c) Screening function Γ. z = 0 is
the channel center.
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FIG. 3. Mean adsorption i.e. residence times, τ =
∫
pτdt (see

Fig. S9 [24]) as a function of r.

ever, beyond such asymptotic cases, obtaining an expres-247

sion for intermediate reactive rates r is not straightfor-248

ward as in most situations the corresponding density pro-249

file cannot be written as a single contribution (annealed250

surface) nor as a weighted sum of two independent contri-251

butions (quenched surface). Indeed, in these situations,252

the observed density profile still derives from an underly-253

ing energy profile but proper averaging that leads to ρ(z)254

is ill-defined. In particular, in such intermediate situa-255

tions, there is no clear time scale separation between the256

relaxation time towards local equilibrium and the typical257
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time between two protonation/deprotonation events so258

that one obtains density profiles that are rate dependent259

(in agreement with our simulation data). In the same260

spirit, one can see the observed density profile broaden-261

ing as the result of an increased surface self-diffusivity262

Ds(z). By writing that Ds(z) corresponds to the bulk263

diffusivity modulated by the surface/ion interaction, one264

predicts that the impact of reduced surface interactions265

due to protolysis reactions leads to a larger surface dif-266

fusivity [25]. In turn, such enhanced diffusivity leads to267

surface exploration corresponding to larger mean square268

displacements through the bulk phase between two relo-269

cations (re-adsorption), and hence, broader density pro-270

files near the solid surface.271

Upon increasing the reaction rate r, both ion densities272

increase in the channel center while the ion and water273

diffusion coefficients decrease (Figs. 2(a,b), S5a [24]).274

Although the EDL net charge is independent of r, the275

number of ions involved in the EDL decreases upon in-276

creasing r. In other words, cations and anions relocate in277

equal amounts from the EDL to the channel center as r278

increases. Such relocation would not notably affect bulk279

ion concentrations in a macroscopic channel. However, as280

shown in Fig. S1 [24], due to the small pore height H ≈ 6281

nm (approximately 20 times the Debye length, λD ∼ 0.35282

nm), a concentration increase from 0.66 to 0.74 mol/L283

can be detected when increasing r to 104 mol/m2/s. As284

a direct consequence of this concentration increase, the285

cation, anion and water diffusion coefficients in the chan-286

nel center decrease. This is in agreement with data for287

bulk electrolyte simulations in Fig. S6 [24]. This finite288

channel size impact on ion concentration and diffusion is289

expected to become less pronounced as λD/H and/or r290

decrease.291

The ion adsorption weakening observed upon in-292

creasing r also impacts the screening of the bare sur-293

face charge density σ0. This can best be quanti-294

fied by assessing the screening function Γ(z) = σ0 +295 ∫ z

−∞ e (ρNa+(z′)− ρCl–(z′)) dz. As expected from the296

change from specific to non-specific adsorption upon in-297

creasing r, the screening peak in Fig. 2b shifts away from298

the surface and decreases in magnitude (the peak even299

disappears for the fastest rates). Surface reaction kinet-300

ics can, thus, directly impact the occurrence of charge301

inversion (Γ > 0). This result can explain why many302

MD studies – carried out with a static surface charge303

distribution – report charge inversion under conditions304

for which no experimental charge inversion is found [26–305

28]. Another reason for such disagreement between MD306

and experiments may be force field shortcomings as in-307

vestigated in our recent work [29].308

We have thus far shown that reaction kinetics impacts309

ion adsorption, diffusion and screening of the bare sur-310

face charge. Based on these results, a strong impact311

of protolysis reactions on electrokinetic properties is ex-312

pected. For example, the ζ-potential in Fig. 4a is found313

to decrease with increasing reaction rate r. This result314

can be explained from changes in the ion density dis-315

FIG. 4. a) ζ-potential as a function of reaction rate r from
streaming current (SC) and electroosmosis (EOF) simula-
tions. b) Poiseuille (left) and electroosmosis (right) flow pro-
files resulting from a pressure drop of 75 atm and an electric
field of 0.2 V/nm. These external forces have been shown to
be within the linear response regime [28, 29].

tributions ρNa+(z) and ρCl–(z) within the EDL (Figs.316

2(a,b)). These distributions directly impact the stream-317

ing current Istr ∼
∫
e (ρNa+(z′)− ρCl–(z′))uxdz and elec-318

troosmotic flow η∇2u‖(z) = e (ρNa+(z)− ρCl–(z))Ex,319

which, in turn, fully determine the ζ-potential through320

ζ ∼ Istr/∆px and ζ ∼ u‖,bulk/Ex (following Helmholtz-321

Smoluchowski theory). Although the dependence of322

the ζ-potential on the reaction kinetics in Fig. 4a ap-323

pears to be stronger for electroosmosis than for stream-324

ing currents, the ion distributions corresponding to both325

methods are identical to those shown in Figs. 2(a,b).326

Hence, the differences in ζ-potential between electroos-327

mosis and streaming currents must originate from within328

the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski theory. In fact, in agree-329

ment with previous studies [29–31], these differences van-330

ish when ζ → 0, which occurs at r = 10 mol/m2/s. It331

is noteworthy that, since Poiseuille flow depends solely332

on fluid properties at the center of the channel, veloc-333

ity profiles corresponding to the streaming currents are334

independent of r as shown in the left of Fig. 4b. Con-335

versely, electroosmotic flow profiles, which are fully deter-336

mined by the ion distribution within the EDL (following337

Navier-Stokes equation), change even qualitatively with338

r as shown in the right of Fig. 4b.339

In summary, we developed a novel framework to ac-340

count for surface reactions in classical MD simulations341

at no additional cost compared to non-reactive MD sim-342

ulations. We then used this method to demonstrate that343

EDL properties and electrokinetic transport in a silica344

channel do not just depend on the static surface proper-345

ties but also on proton exchange reaction kinetics. While346

such kinetic chemical events are not taken into consider-347
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ation in available formalisms, we provide strong evidence348

that such processes affect static and dynamic proper-349

ties of ions and solvent (water) within porous materials.350

Specifically, upon increasing the surface reaction kinetics351

(from no reactivity to rates encountered in experiments),352

cation adsorption at the negatively charged surface be-353

comes less pronounced with decreased retention times.354

In turn, such decreased adsorption leads to increased lo-355

cal diffusion coefficients near the solid surface. These356

changes in ion distribution and dynamics within the EDL357

also directly impact electrokinetic phenomena with – for358

instance – the ζ-potential reducing upon increasing the359

protolysis reaction rate. The quantitative and qualita-360

tive differences observed between non-reactive and reac-361

tive surface charge distributions suggest that such equi-362

librium surface reactions play an even more important363

role for the EDL structure and dynamics than has thus364

far been assumed. In fact, the impact of surface reactiv-365

ity may even be more pronounced for surface groups with366

weaker covalent bonds, at higher temperature, lower pH,367

or for ions with longer residence times, questioning the368

near-universal neglect of protolysis reactions in simula-369

tion and modeling endeavours. Finally, our novel frame-370

work provides a stepping stone for more realistic interface371

modeling within a MD environment, potentially benefit-372

ing applications ranging from the design of anti-corrosion373

paints to electrochemical cells. Additional work should374

also include establishing a bridge between our method375

and fundamental approaches in which proton creation376

and diffusion at surfaces is probed [32]. In this context,377

mesoscopic strategies such as those based on the formal-378

ism of intermittent Brownian motion applied to surface379

adsorption and relocation in pores could prove useful in380

linking molecular aspects and macroscopic observations381

[25]. Moreover, to bridge the gap between the micro-382

scopic and mesoscopic scales, the inclusion of water ion-383

ization reactions from reactive simulations could provide384

a means to account for chemical events occurring at the385

fs time scale.386
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